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New Town Kolkata

New Town’s initiatives on promoting cycling
Inviting citizens’ and students’ views on improving cycling
experience in New Town
As a starting point to promoting cycling, New Town city authorities
held a couple of video conferences to invite and understand the
suggestions of the citizens and students of in New Town, regarding
enhancing the cycling experience in New Town.
On 30th July 2020, a video
conference was held with
the citizen stakeholders to
invite their views. The
meeting was chaired by
Hon’ble Chairman, HIDCO,
NKDA, and NKGSCCL, Mr
Debashis Sen, and attended
by the officials of New Town
city authorities. On the
citizens’ side were over 20
citizen stakeholders from
diverse
fields,
which
included
citizen
representatives from various
housing
complexes
and
cycling enthusiasts of New
Town.

Screenshots of the online meeting with citizen stakeholders

As an input, the requirement for cycle repair facilities came up in
order to encourage cycling in the city. Besides, the need for creating
a safe cycling infrastructure was also highlighted in the meeting
Thereafter, another video conference was held on 11th August 2020,
with the students of Amity University to get their views on cycling.
The students shared their perspective on how the cycling experience
within New Town can be improved and on how to get more students
to shift to cycling. The suggestions included safe cycle parkings, safe
streets, happy street events, set up of cycle service centres and
reward points mechanism for cycling among others.

Cycle Survey undertaken by New Town city authorities
Reinforcing the importance of citizens’ views, a survey on cycling is
being undertaken by New Town city authorities to further gather the
user perception around cycling in New Town and pool suggestions to
upgrade the existing cycling infrastructure in the city.
The survey, launched on 3rd August
2020, has been carried out both online
as well as offline in order to maximize
the reach and get a comprehensive
picture of the existing perception.
Based on the 470 responses received so
far, 90% of the people in New Town
know how to ride a bicycle.

It has also come out from the
survey that 64.3% of the
respondents feel that New
Town is safe for cycling, while
11.8% opine the opposite,
and 23.9% are unsure. In this
context,
62%
of
the
respondents
believe
that
cycling is safe for women in
New Town.
The following gives a snapshot of infrastructure that the New Town
cycle users expect for safe cycling, as per the survey.

The survey was conducted through both online and offline means for
a better reach. For online survey, google forms were shared with the
respondents, while for offline, survey questionnaires were shared
with the people. NKDA cycle supervisors belonging to different age
brackets were asked to share their inputs on cycling infrastructural
ramp up in New Town through a short survey as well. Besides, daily
cycle users were surveyed at different areas in New Town to
understand their pain points around cycling and document their
suggestions
A few snippets of the survey being undertaken

Offline survey being undertaken

Online survey being undertaken

A dedicated Facebook page created for sharing New Town’s
updates on its cycling initiatives
To create more awareness about the usefulness of cycling and
promote a culture of avid cycling in New Town, a dedicated Facebook
page, ‘Do Cycling. Safely’ was created on 7th August 2020 for sharing
updates, photographs, videos, and stories related to New Town’s
initiatives around cycling. The page is updated regularly to keep its
followers abreast of every thing latest on cycling in New Town. The
page is open to all and can be followed by anyone interested.

A screenshot of New Town’s ‘Do Cycling. Safely’ page on Facebook

Formation of a Core Stakeholder Group for Cycling
To help New Town Kolkata turn into a cycling friendly destination and
the Cycling Capital of Eastern India, a Core Group of Stakeholders
has been created in New Town. Given below is the notification for the
same, highlighting the members of the group.

Inauguration of graded cycle track in Action Area 1
New Town already has 11 km of graded cycle tracks. In addition
another approximately 3km of graded cycle track has been added to
the city’s existing infrastructure. This new cycle track was
inaugurated and officially opened up for use on 14th August 2020, by
Hon’ble Chairman, HIDCO, NKDA, and NKGSCCL, Mr Debashis Sen.
The track runs from NBCC to Biswa Bangla Gate, reinforcing the city’s
commitment to creating a cycle-friendly ecosystem.
The event was an opening
ceremony of the cycle
track,
along
with
development
of
the
second rotary in front of
Novotel Hotel in New
Town’s Action Area I. The
ceremony was conducted
by
flying
tricolour
balloons,
marking
the
formal opening of the
cycle track.

The cycle track being inaugurated by Hon’ble Chairman

A 3-day cycling carnival organized in New Town to encourage
cycling
To further encourage cycling, a three-day cycling carnival was
organized in New Town on the event of Independence Day 2020,
which was attended by an overwhelming number of cycling
enthusiasts in the city, making the fest a huge success!
• Day 1 - An all-women cycling event held on 13th August
2020
The first day of carnival, on 13th August 2020, was dedicated
exclusively to women, encouraging more women to embrace cycling
for reasons more than one. The event witnessed a wide-ranged
participation – from school going girls to women senior citizens. The
event kicked off at 6AM in the morning was participated by women
cycling enthusiasts, who started cycling from the New Town Business
Club and travelled up to New Town’s Unbox Park, covering a distance
of about 2 kilometres.
As a token of appreciation and encouragement, the cyclists were
handed reflective stickers for their cycles, to help them navigate
safely on cycles after sunset.

The women participants ready to start the rally on the first day of the cycle fest

The women cycling enthusiasts rallying through the New Town roads

Hon’ble Chairman, HIDCO, Mr Debashis Sen felicitating the women participants

•

Day 2 – A cycling rally for all, held on 14th August 2020

As an extension of the carnival’s first day, the event on the second
day on 14th August 2020, was open to both men and women,
encouraging everyone in New Town to take up cycling. The event
kicked off at 6AM in the morning, with 60 cycling enthusiasts who
rallied from New Town’s Clock Tower and meandered their way right
up to Eco Park’s Eiffel Tower, enjoying and committing to a new way
of life going forward.
The participants thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated this initiative of
New Town. As a token of appreciation and encouragement for safe
cycling, each participant was given a reflective self-adhesive strip for
putting at rear of bicycle.

Hon’ble Chairman addressing the participants

The participants ready to begin the rally.

The cycle rally on 14th August 2020, being led by HIDCO Chairman, Mr Debashis Sen.

A young cycle-enthusiast warming up for the rally

The participants gathered at the Eiffel Tower, Eco
Park for a group photo.

Hon’ble Chairman felicitating the participants

• Day 3 – Cyclothon organized by EEMA on Independence Day
On the third day of the carnival, which fell on 15th August – the
Independence Day, a cyclothon event was organized by the New
Town city authorities, in collaboration with Event and Entertainment
Management Association (EEMA), to promote cycling within the city.
The cyclothon started at 6AM from the Biswa Bangla Gate crossing,
with the participants rallying their way up to Eco Park. The event was
flagged off by HIDCO Chairman, Mr Debashis Sen.

Hon’ble Chairman being felicitated by EEMA

The Cyclothon banner for the event

The cycling enthusiasts enjoying themselves

Hon’ble Chairman addressing the participants

Cycles being sanitized before the cyclothon

Independence Day celebrations at the event

The cyclothon participants beginning their race

The cyclothon participants on their way to the finishing point

Introduction of Cycle Training Centre
To further boost the culture of
cycling and in an attempt to
include more and more people into
the fold of cycling, New Town
Business Club has started a Cycle
Training Centre, for New Town
residents willing to learn cycling.
The cycling classes are held every
Sunday at the NKDA football
Ground from 4pm to 6pm, under
strict expert supervision.

The learners enthusiastically learning cycling

The Cycle Training classes commenced on 23rd August 2020. As of
30th August 2020, about 15 people have registered for the training
camp, and have been regularly taking cycling lessons on Sundays.

HIDCO Chairman Mr Debashis Sen inaugurating the Cycle Training Camp on 23rd August 2020

Few more snippets for the cycling training camp on Sundays

Introduction of New Town Cycling Club
Adding to New Town’s initiatives around cycling, a New Town Cycling
Club has been organized in line with the city’s commitment to creating
a cycling-friendly ecosystem. The members of the club gathers every
Sunday at around 6:30 in the morning and tours across the city and
its adjoining areas.
The club began its maiden trip on the morning of 23rd August 2020,
with about 40 cycle enthusiasts pledging to be its members. The
membership has been increasing, with more cycle enthusiasts of
New Town looking to be a part of the club.

New Town Cycling Club in action

Meeting of the Core Stakeholder Group for Cycling
New Town’s Core Stakeholder Group for Cycling conducted their
first meeting on 24th August 2020 at the conference room of HIDCO
Bhaban to discuss interventions to be implemented in the city, and
the way forward.

The Core Stakeholder Group’s meeting in progress at HIDCO Bhaban on 24th August 2020

Handlebar Survey carried out
A corridor of 7.5km, along with a neighbourhood of 4 sq km, has
been identified by the New Town city authorities for exclusively
planning cycling friendly infrastructure, including cycle lanes, graded
cycle tracks, cycle calming measures, and cycle-safe intersections,
as part of New Town’s participation in Government of India’s India
Cycles 4 Change Challenge. Accordingly, as per the guidelines of the
India Cycles 4 Change Challenge,
a handlebar survey was
conducted on a stretch of 5km within the identified corridor and area
on 25th August 2020. The survey team, comprising representatives
from NKGSCCL, cycling experts, cycling enthusiasts and other citizen
stakeholders of New Town, cycled along the stretch to identify
relevant barriers and bottlenecks to free cycling movement within
the city.
The survey team covered a route
starting from New Town Business
Club, and rode along the cycle
tracks in front of Eastern High
Housing Society, Animikha, DLF 1
and continued up to Box Bridge.
The observations made by the
handlebar team have been shared
with the city authorities for
planning further interventions.

The Handlebar Survey being undertaken by the Survey Team

Media Coverage of the Cycling Initiatives

